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Observing Tips

Vision

Dark adaptation
Dark adaptation takes time.  The eye’s pupil expands to its maximum diameter in seconds after the lights go out.  The
main cause of dark adaptation, however, is chemical and not related to the size of the pupil.  After going from light to
dark our eyes gain in sensitivity due to the release of a chemical called rhodopsin that acts to bleach the photopigments
in the cells in the retina..  The retina contains two main types of cells, rods and cones.  The rods are distributed over the
entire retina, are sensitive to lower light levels, and are insensitive to red light.  In contrast, the cones are clustered
towards the center of the optical axis, are sensitive to bright light, and have three types each of which are sensitive to
red, green, or blue wavelengths.  Over the first 5-10 minutes in the dark, the cones reach their maximum level of dark
adaptation.  This allows the general sense that one is dark adapted.  But over the next 20-40 minutes the rods will
asymptotically approach their sensitivity limit and during this time period the eye can gain 2 or more magnitudes of
sensitivity (how much fainter is this…by what factor in intensity?  Hint:  see handout 4).  Using a red flashlight will
help protect your night vision because the rods that are most sensitive at low light levels after dark adaptation are not
sensitive to red light.

Averted vision
Averted vision (placing your target object away from the center of your eye’s FOV by say 8°-16° ) can help you see
very faint objects.  The reason for this is that the cones (sensitive to bright light) are centrally located creating
somewhat of a blind spot to very dim objects whereas the rods (sensitive to lower light levels especially after dark
adaptation) are distributed over the entire retina.

Color
Faint, deep-sky objects often disappoint beginning observers due to the lack of brilliant color as seen in the published
imaging results.  The reason for this is again due to the physical nature of our natural detector.  Remember that only the
cones are sensitive to color.  Unfortunately, they are also insensitive to low light levels compared to the rods.  Thus at
low light levels we are using just our rods and making black and white detections.  M42 is one of the only nebulae with
high enough surface brightness to stimulate at least some people’s cone cells (this varies greatly from person to
person).

Eye glasses
Many who wear eyeglasses find it difficult to properly position their eye for viewing with an eyepiece;  the amount of
difficulty varies somewhat with eyepiece design.  There’s also a problem of unwanted reflections of your eye and lights
in the observing environment.  The solution is to remove your glasses and then adjust the focus for your now
uncorrected eye; you and your partner (and probably your instructor and UTA) will thus each prefer slightly different
focus settings (this works if your glasses correct primarily for nearsightedness or farsightedness; if you’re severely
astigmatic you’re sort of stuck with viewing with your glasses on although you should try it both ways to see which is
better for you).

Miscellaneous
� Use the moon filter to cut down the uncomfortable intensity from the full Moon
� Views through finderscope and main scope without the diagonal are inverted.  The view through the diagonal

is left-right reversed but not inverted.  Explanation of this is left until handout 7 on optics and telescope
design.
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Star Hopping
Star hopping is analogous to looking at a map and jotting down some directions to follow while you’re driving but you
also want to include some picture of landmarks so you know you’re on the right track.  Sufficient planning before an
evening of observing can greatly decrease your frustration level when searching for faint fuzzies.

The following is an example of a well prepared set of directions to find NGC 2392 (a planetary nebula ~8 mag that
would count as an intermediate object in the menu).  In order to proceed you will need a Star atlas (preferable
Norton’s) and the atlas overlays from the Atlas Supplement notebooks.

1. Find Castor and Pollux (bright stars in Gemini) in the Atlas.
2. Center the finderscope overlay on Pollux (aka b Geminorum).

3. Note the  triangle formed by Pollux, s Geminorum (to the northwest), and u Geminorum (near the southwest edge

of the field).
4. Move the overlay so it is now centered on u Geminorum (this corresponds to your first telescope movement).

5. Note the two new pairs of stars (64, 65 and i Geminorum, 59) that have entered from the west of the field.

6. Move the overlay so it is centered on i Geminorum (the fainter 59 just to the southwest will confirm you have the

right star at the telescope…you might need to check your eyepiece).
7. Note 57 at the south edge of the field.
8. Move the overlay so that it is centered on 57.
9. Now the fairly bright star, d Geminorum, should be just out of the FOV to the south (in the same direction you

moved from i Geminorum to57).

10. Move the overlay to the south and then center on d Geminorum.

11. Note the equilateral triangle formed by d Geminorum, and 56 and 63 (to its southeast).

12. Note the two faint stars on either side of 63 (this will confirm you have 63 in your eyepiece at the telescope).
13. Note the flat triangle that 61 and 63 form with our target NGC 2392.
14. Center (or put it at the sweet spot if your finder is a bit mis-aligned) the finderscope on the position of NGC 2392

in the triangle (you will not be able to see it in the finder).

A word about directions:  Notice that in a star atlas, east is left of north (opposite to land maps).  If you need to
convince yourself of this remember that RA increases to the east.  Next remember that north is up on your map but in
the sky it is the direction pointing to Polaris (sometimes it helps to turn your map accordingly when you are outside at
the telescope).

At the telescope:  Before you attempt to locate the object, figure out which way is N,S, E, and W when looking through
your finder (and do the same for your eyepiece if you are using the diagonal).  Move the telescope N (using the N
button) and stars will enter from the North edge of the field.  Do the same for E-W and you’re ready to go.

If you get lost, start over from the beginning of the process rather than attempting to figure it our on the fly…this will
only lead to frustration.

The following is an article from Sky and Telescope “Backyard Astronomy” from Feb. 1984, pp. 131-133.
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Sky and Telescope, Feb. 1984, pp. 131-133
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Sky and Telescope, Feb. 1984, pp. 131-133
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Sky and Telescope, Feb. 1984, pp. 131-133


